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NegOcc organic farmers 
spice up planting through 
ginger farming, leading to 
healthy yield
by Christ John Gamarcha

Negros Occidental is at the forefront of 
pushing for organic agriculture in the 
country, bringing a steady increase in the 
demand for organically-grown and pesti-
cide-free crops and vegetables throughout 
the province...Towards CBE's, p. 7

90 Masbate farmers 
trained on production and 
enterprise development
by Jay A. Ogaya

Towards CBEs, p. 9

DA-SAAD 9 delivers 
Php 898K worth of cattle 
dispersal project to ZDN 
farmers
by Aimee Lou Madjus

Empowering communities, p. 3

DA-SAAD Apayao conducts 
project assessment
by Kathleen Faye B. Agonoy

Development, p. 10

EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES

RBMERA pilot continues in 
Occidental Mindoro
by Dianne Francis A. Sy

OCCIDENTAL MINDORO, April 21, 2022 – The Department 
of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural Development 
(DA-SAAD) Program conducted pilot Results-Based Monitoring 
and Evaluation Rapid Appraisal (RBMERA) for selected 
SAAD associations in Occidental Mindoro to assess their 
overall situation including their status in production, harvest, 
organizational management, and market links on April 6-7, 2022 
as part of the transition period for the program’s conclusion this 
year.

With the community restrictions delaying the implementation 
of said evaluation led by the DA-SAAD National Program 
and Management Office (NPMO), and with the support of 
the Regional and Provincial arms, this year, two (2) out of five 
(5) associations identified for RBMERA have been visited in 
Magsaysay...continue to p. 2

Catanduanes farmers 
hatch success thru 
SAAD poultry project
by Jovinel M. Gianan

CATANDUANES, May 2, 2022 – The 
Balatohan Chicken Grower Association 
(BCGA) earned a sum of Php 28,047.00 from 
selling fresh eggs for one cycle of the Native 
Chicken Production and Feeds Project from 
the Department of Agriculture – Special Area 
for Agricultural Development (DA-SAAD) 
Program. The poultry project aims to provide 
support to the farmers, ultimately through a 
chicken egg production enterprise. 

In August 2021, the 20-member association 
received Php 562,000.00 worth of agricultural 
inputs that included native chickens – Kabir 
(400 head), laminated sacks (40pcs), chicken 
feeds – layer (120 bags), chicken feeds – 
grower (80 bags), 1ft. chicken feeders (80pcs), 
1 gallon chicken drinkers (80pcs), and plastic 
screens/nets (8 rolls). 

In November 2021, they started harvesting 
fresh eggs from the project. The farmers 
manage their livestock production in a 

privately owned 100 square meter (sqm) 
lot which was lent to them by a generous 
barangay resident. As an act of gratitude, the 
association agreed to give the landowner a tray 
of eggs every two weeks.

However, climate adaptation diseases such as 
colds and chicken flu caused an estimated 40% 
mortality of the stock population, which halted 
the farmers’ activity in November. This resulted 
in low earnings for the month’s production. 
In response, the farmers isolated the healthy 
chickens to avoid further infection while closely 
monitoring the infected ones....continue to p. 2
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SAAD 11 kickstarts training 
FAs for 2022 projects
by James Brian R. Flaga

DAVAO DE ORO, May 2, 2022 
– SAAD Region 11 kickstarted 
specialized training for corn, duck 
and chicken raisers from three 
farmers associations (FA) in the 
municipalities of Mabini and 
Pantukan, Davao de Oro.

Sixty (60) farmers from Libudon 
United Farmers Association 
(LUFA) from Libudon, Mabini, 
the Tagduanga Upland Farmers 
Association (TUFA) from Tagdangua, 
Pantukan, and the Lawaan Kingking 
Farmers Association (LKFA) from 
Kingking, Pantukan received 
specialized training on corn 
planting, mallard duck rearing, and 
chicken raising from the program’s 
2022 livelihood provisions. These 
areas are Geographically Isolated 
and Disadvantaged Areas (GIDA) 
and End Local Communist Armed 
Conflict (ELCAC) areas.
The series of training will cover 45 
previously identified FAs in Davao 
de Oro and will be completed by the 
end of May.

“Di na ni bag-o sa atoa. Ang SAAD, 
before manghatag sa mga animal- ug 
crop-based nato nga interventions, 
mag-training jud ta. Ang tumong ani, 
para mahan-ay ang mga beneficiary 
ug matudluan sila ug tarong nga mga 
pamaagi sa pagpalambo sa ilahang 
mga proyekto,” Naomi Lamata, 
Regional Focal Person for SAAD 11, 
said.

(This is not new to us. Here in SAAD, 
before we dole out our animal- and 
crop-based interventions, we’ll train. 
The purpose of which is that we’ll 
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streamline our beneficiaries and for them to be 
able to learn the ways to sustain and develop 
their projects.)

The program tapped local experts from the 
FAs’ Municipal Agriculturist’s Offices for the 
specialized training sessions. It included best 
management practices across all livelihood 
projects, as well as ideas for community-based 
enterprise (CBE) development.

As SAAD closes out its Phase 1 of 
implementation, the program is hyper-focused 
on turning capable FAs into CBEs while providing 
technical support to existing ones.

 “Salamat sa paghatag ug panahon sa amoa,” 
Simeon Buñag, Libudon United Farmers 
Association (LUFA) chair, enthused. 

“Kani inyohang gihimo, makatabang jud sa amoa 
sa mga projects nga ipanghatag. Ang inyohang 
ihatag, amoa jung ampingan ug palamboon,"  
(We are thankful for the time you’ve given to us. 
What you’ve done will help us on the projects 
which will be given. We will take care of it, and 
sustain it.)

LUFA is set to receive upgraded goats and corn 
production projects, while TUFA and LKFA will 
receive native chicken, mallard duck, and corn 
production projects. The program targets for 
these FAs to receive said interventions on or 
before August this year.

More than livelihood projects, SAAD prioritizes 
capacity enhancement for the FAs after entering 
the program. These specialized training sessions 
are given to promote the sustainability of the 
project among its members.

SAAD Region 11 allocated more than Php 2 
million for the training of its 45 FA-beneficiaries 
this year. ###

Recovering from the slight bump in the following months, they 
were able to sell more eggs and make up for their initial sales 
amount. The group sells eggs per piece, which costs Php 6.00 per 
small, Php 7.00 for medium, and Php 8.00 for large. Furthermore, 
the group also decided to sell eggs in trays valued at Php 150.00 for 
small, Php 165.00 for medium, and Php 180.00 for large (Table 1).

The eggs are sold around the barangay and through online 
platforms. As agreed, the income from their products goes to 
the association’s circulating fund and a portion of it is allotted for 
repairs and construction of chicken houses and procurement of 
incubators.
Furthermore, the association plans to increase its income by value 
addition such as making and selling puto flan, salted eggs, pickled 
eggs, and leche flan. These products were introduced to them in 
a training on Poultry Production and Product Development last 
October 1, 2021, through the DA-SAAD RPMSO in coordination 
with PPMO Catanduanes.

On behalf of the association, BCGA’s president Ms. Thelma Todoc 
extended her gratitude to the program and promised to give 
importance and make a full effort to sustain the project that was 
entrusted to them. ###

Catanduanes farmers hatch success...from p. 1

Calawag Mushroom Association

The Calawag Mushroom Association (CMA) received the 
Mushroom Production Project in 2021 which included a 20 square 
meter (sqm)-concrete fruiting house and mushroom production 
materials, enough to produce 1000 fruiting bags.

Staff from DA-SAAD NPMO spearheaded the activity where two 
(2) out of five (5) associations underwent assessment fitting to the 
RBMERA criteria – with downloaded project funds and established 
community-based enterprises – are located in the Municipality of 
Magsaysay.

Mr. Alfredo Magluyan, Chairperson of the CMA, represented the 
association during the assessment where he expressed the need 
for additional equipment for inoculation and cooling to help in the 
preservation of their products as their spores get contaminated 
due to lack of proper tools.

In addition, technical training on bookkeeping, organizational 
management, and refresher on mushroom production are seen 
to be useful in preparing the members while waiting for the 
delivery of the additional equipment.

“Nagpapasalamat kami dahil nagkaroon ng SAAD dito sa amin. 
Kapag nagsimula na ang malakihang produksyon namin ng kabute, 
magkakaroon na rin kami ng extra income gaya nung ibang (SAAD) 
samahan na kumikita na rin,” shared Mr. Magluyan.

(We are grateful that we were reached by SAAD. When we are able 
to start our [mushroom] production in large volumes, we will have 
extra income like the other [SAAD] associations who are already 
earning.)

Currently, the group has produced 200 fruiting bags ready for 
transplant. The association innovated a manual pressing machine 
for faster and more effective production of fruiting bags.
 
The possibility of linking the group to the Community-Based 

RBMERA pilot continues in Occidental Mindoro...from p. 1
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12 Cotabato FAs 
benefit from 
DA-SAAD’s goat 
project
by Jennifer A. Valcobero, Aisa L. Tina

COTABATO, May 2, 2022 – Twelve (12) farmers’ 
associations (FAs) in Libungan, Alamada, Banisilan, 
Makilala, Tulunan, and Kidapawan City, Cotabato 
received 132 native goats from the Department 
of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural 
Development (DA-SAAD) Program from April 19 to 
20. The ruminants worth Php 785,994 are under the 
Native Goat Production Project of FY 2022. 

These 151 mixed-crop farmers believed that raising 
native goats is cheaper, has small risks compared to 
other livestock, and is an attractive undertaking for 
milk and meat production. Goats subsist on crop 
residues, agro-industrial by-products, or any locally 
obtainable forage sources.

Prior to the livestock distribution, the small ruminants 
(120 does, 12 bucks) were inspected and dewormed 
to ensure that they are Caprine Arthritis Encephalitis 
(CAE) free. CAE is a persistent viral disease of goats 
caused by a lentivirus carrying a chronic and deadly 
infection with a long incubation period in the 
mammalian species. It is transmitted from mother to 
kid through the ingestion of colostrum or milk, and 
may also spread among adults through contact with 
body secretions, blood, and feces of infected goats.

Nanay Nora Desomimba of Marabuhay Muslim FA 

shared how grateful they are to receive the animals 
from SAAD.

“Dako gid ang mabulig sang SAAD sa sini nga gindul-
ong nila sa amon nga mga kanding. Damo ini nga 
mabulig sa mga obra namun sa uma. Dugang ini sa 
mangin income namun nga makabulig man sa amun 
pangabuhi, (This assistance from SAAD will provide 
us income which will help us in our daily needs. These 
goats are an advantage to our farms,)” said Nanay 
Nora.

Aside from goats, these FAs are also set for training 
on animal and crop management this year in 
coordination with their respective local government 
units (LGU).
The turnover activity was facilitated by the SAAD 
Cotabato provincial staff together with the five LGUs. 
###

Mushroom Production Program, a project funded under 
the DA Rice Banner Program, was also mentioned during 
the activity to ensure sustainability of livelihood for the 
mushroom growers.

Calawag Service Provider Farmers Association

The Calawag Service Provider Farmers Association 
(CSPFA) is one of the established SAAD enterprises in the 
province. The group provides farm services using three 
(3) units of hand tractors awarded to them under the 
Equipment and Postharvest Facility Project in 2020. To 
protect the machines from rain and external elements, 
the project provided a 200sqm machinery shed located 
in Brgy. Calawag, Magsaysay.

Mr. Jubel Valdezamo, Chairperson of CSPFA shared 

with SAAD National Staff how the group apportions the 
rent for their farm services, “Hinahati namin sa tatlo ang 
rentang ibinabayad sa amin na Php 3,000.00 sa pagha-
hand tractor: Php 1,000.00 para sa operator, Php 1,000.00 
para sa maintenance ng mga makina, at Php 1,000.00 ang 
napupunta sa pondo ng asosasyon.”

(We divide the Php 3,000.00 rental fee for our hand 
tractor services into three: Php 1,000.00 for the operator, 
Php 1,000.00 for the machine’s maintenance, and Php 
1,000.00 goes to the association’s fund.)

From their association funds, the group was able to buy 
a welding machine which is used for the maintenance 
of their hand tractor. They also offer welding services 
for other farmers and clients in their community when 
needed. Also, CSPFA provides monetary loans to its 
members with 3% interest while non-members can loan 
at a higher interest rate of 5%. At present, the group’s 
earning is listed at Php 15,000 derived from the various 
farm services that they offer.

Furthermore, a demonstration on troubleshooting for 
farm machinery was suggested to build on their skills 
previously acquired from other training sessions led 
by DA-PhilMech. The Local Government Unit (LGU) of 
Magasaysay, who initiated the past training, will look into 
opportunities for future training.

“Malaki ang pasasalamat namin sa SAAD dahil kung wala 
ang SAAD, wala kaming hanapbuhay lalo kapag tag-ulan,” 
(We are grateful for SAAD because if not for it, we will 
not have a livelihood especially during the rainy season,) 
shared Mr. Valdezamo.

 Ms. Marie Abigail de la Cruz, SAAD 
NPMO Focal commended the 
Chairperson’s effort in leading the 
association and taking initiative in 
the group’s operations, “Maraming 
salamat sa ipinapakita niyong initiative 
sa inyong mga miyembro, mula sa 
pagresolba sa mga problema [sa 
samahan] hanggang sa pangangalaga 
ng proyektong ipinagkaloob sa inyo ng 
SAAD. Malaking bagay ito sa amin na 
mga taga National [office] na makita 
ang magandang bunga ng SAAD sa 
inyo.”

(Thank you for expressing initiative 
for the group, from solving conflicts 
[within the group] to taking proper 
care of projects given to you by 
SAAD. This is important for us from 
the National [office] to see the good 
results of SAAD in your lives.)

The SAAD NPMO Focal said that the 
program bridges the beneficiaries 
through its Area Coordinators to 
the LGUs ushering them through 
assessments and possible linkages to 
other state and DA banner programs.

Meanwhile, SAAD continues to 
enhance farmers’ capacity through 
training and supplemental projects to 
its beneficiaries in its final leg. ###

DA-SAAD 9 
delivers Php 
898K worth 
of cattle 
dispersal 
project to ZDN 
farmers
by Aimee Lou Madjus

ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE, May 05, 2022 
– The Department of Agriculture – Special 
Area for Agricultural Development (DA-SAAD) 
Program delivered 20 heifers to corn and 
rice farmers from the municipalities of Salug 
and Tampilisan in Zamboanga del Norte on 
March 22, 2022. The draft animals are aimed at 
complementing farmers’ farming activities.

Ten (10) out of 38 members were selected from 
the Binoni Madasigon Farmers’ Association 
(BMFA) in Salug and another 10 from the 
28 members of the New Dapitan Farmers 
Association (NDFA) in Tampilisan received the 
inputs from the Cattle Dispersal Project worth 
Php 898,000 under the SAAD Program CY 2022.

The farmers are selected based on the initial 
validation of area coordinators, with the Local 
Government Unit (LGU), through the Municipal 
Agriculture Office (MAO) in terms of their area 
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of pastures and their capability to 
raise livestock.

The NDFA and BMFA are newly-
identified beneficiaries of the 
program for this year. They 
originally farm corn and rice and 
now, they also cultivate root crops 
such as potatoes and cassava.
According to SAAD Livestock 
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Php 550k worth 
of improved small 
ruminants granted 
to 4 FAs in Apayao
by Kathleen Faye B. Agonoy

Technician, Ms. Jailyn Gamutan, each 
association selected the members to raise 
the heifer until it produces a calf to be 
given to other members.

The recipients were selected based on the 
availability of their area and the assurance 
that the area has enough forages for the 
cattle. To sustain the flow of the project, 
there will be a rollover scheme to be 

implemented where every head of cattle 
is dispersed to the farmer-recipient, one 
head of offspring will be returned to the 
office of the MAO and will be dispersed 
to another farmer within the organization.

Before the farmers accepted the project, 
Ms. Gamutan provided a short briefing 
on ruminants’ care and management. 
“These heifers can either be artificially 
inseminated by the LGU – Veterinary 
Service or they can also undergo natural 
breeding,” Ms. Gamutan explained.

Likewise, NDFA President Rolan 
Montallano expressed his gratitude for 
the program. “We are very fortunate 
that we were selected as one of the 
beneficiaries of this project. We were 
given livestock without spending a peso, 
so we will make sure that each of the 28 
members of the association will own their 
share,” said Mr. Montallano.

This Cattle Dispersal Project aims to 
address the poor economic condition 
of the farmers in the barangay of every 
municipality by providing livestock 
that is sustainable and suitable for 
their farm activities. It will also inspire 
and encourage every member to 
strengthen their commitment to the 
association and will challenge other 
farmers to give the same amount 
of perseverance in their respective 
associations.

Also present during the cattle 
distribution, were New Dapitan 
barangay LGU, SAAD Provincial 
Coordinator Roger Dave Gramatica, 
Inspectors Lyndud Puyod and 
Madomer Lester Jan Alboria; and 
SAAD Area Coordinators Nadzmar 
Abdulatip (Tampilisan) and Marisol 
Opinio (Salug). ###

APAYAO, May 5, 2022 – The Department of Agriculture (DA) 
through the Special Area for Agricultural Development (SAAD) 
Program granted stock inputs from the Enhancement of Sheep 
and Goat Production projects worth Php 550,000 benefitting 168 
livestock raisers in Apayao as a continued effort to enhance goat 
and sheep production in the province.

The Calaoan Farmers Association (CFA), Upstream Livelihood 
Farmers Association (ULFA), Swan, Lydia, Dona Loreta Farmers 
Association (SLDFA), and PaCoMarNuSan Farmers Association, 
received nine (9) rams and two (2) bucks under the said livestock 
projects under the FY 2022 fund. These sheep and goats aged 
8-12 months old will be raised for breeding enterprise.

The FAs who accepted the small ruminants are from the 
Municipalities of Conner, Luna, Pudtol, and Sta. Marcela (Table 1).

Previous projects acquired

Before the enhancement of inputs distribution, the four 
associations received 322 small ruminants (169 sheep, 153 
goats) from 2017 to 2021. The stocks were provided to the 

beneficiaries as a result of the community 
consultations, where the dialogue reveals 
farmers opting for goats and sheep raising 
because of feasibility, relatively manageable 
maintenance, and available market, 
especially during occasions.

The beneficiaries attested that they are 
now selling the stock in their community, 
especially during the holiday season.

“Pasaray nu makalako kami ket Christmas 
season, new year. Ti kuna dagituy buyers ket 
nagbalin nga practices dan iti agluto iti karne 
karnero nu birthday, kasar wenu bunyag” 
(Often, we have strong sales during the 
Christmas season or New Year. Buyers 
used to say that it has been their practice 
to prepare lamb for their meals during 
their special occasions such as birthdays, 
weddings, or baptism), attests Ms. Maxima 
Camayang, ULFA’s President.

In 2021, the program provided training 
such as Farmers Livestock School to 
enhance the skills and capacity of the 
farmers in managing their project according 
to Mr. Roniel Dugay, DA-SAAD’s Project 
Development Officer.

Key Results

The first-in-line beneficiaries increased their 
sheep stocks to 80 head during the 5-year 
project operation. Moreover, according 

to Mr. Garry Tinguey, Community 
Development Officer of Conner, the FA’s 
livestock are still in the gestation period.
In his message, Serapio Ulabu, SAAD 
Provincial Coordinator, urged the 
beneficiaries to embark on a multiplier 
farm.

“Dagituy nga naited ket tapno matulungan 
iti association nga mapalago iti production 
da. Tapnun nu kasta ket magabanan dan 
tun iti enough nga supply nga mabalin 
pag- business’an” (These animal stocks 
were provided to help the association 
strengthen its production. So that they 
could also produce enough supply for 
their business endeavors), said Mr. Ulabu.

SAAD Apayao, in partnership with the 
Local Government Units (LGUs), will be 
in touch with the association officers 
through field monitoring and evaluation 
to ensure the needs of animal stocks.

Before the program ends, the Provincial 
Project Management Support Office 
(PPMSO) in partnership with the 
Municipal Local Government Units of the 
province will promote and link the FAs to 
other agencies such as the Department of 
Trade Industry (DTI) and the Department 
of Science and Technology (DOST) for 
additional technical training in marketing.  
###
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20 swine raisers graduate from FLS training
by Kathleen Faye B. Agonoy

APAYAO, May 11, 2022 – Twenty (20) swine raisers from the Municipalities of Luna, 
Pudtol, and Sta. Marcela in Apayao has completed its two-month training for Farmer 
Livestock School (FLS) provided by the Department of Agriculture-Special Area for 
Agricultural Development (DA-SAAD) Program.

The training aspires to standardize the implementation of swine production 
by SAAD beneficiaries from the Upstream Livelihood Farmers Association (5 
members), CASS Farmers Association (8 members), and PaCoMarNusan Farmers 
Association (7 members).

In 2021, SAAD-Apayao launched the Swine Repopulation Program for 20 raisers in 
one of the three municipalities of the province.  This is DA’s response to managing 
the African Swine Fever (ASF) effects in 2019 aside from identifying critical zones of 
the disease. The program encourages beneficiaries to venture into swine breeding 
by distributing feed subsidies to support areas where there are no reported cases 
(green zone) of the ASF.

The training has two phases: the Support Program for Swine Repopulation through 
sow feed and biologics subsidy project, and the establishment of swine multiplier 
project.

Serapio Ulabu, Provincial Coordinator, said the program is optimistic that the hog 
industry will gain momentum this year and recover its losses.

The FLS was facilitated by Ms. Meliza Feliciano, SAAD Apayao’s Community 
Development Officer, and Mr. Roniel Dugay, SAAD Apayao’s Project Development 
Officer.

During the two-month training conducted in February-March, modules were shared 
with topics covering Sow Management, Sustainable Farming, Swine Industry, Swine 
Feeding, Swine Health Management, Swine Diseases, Herbal Medicine Preparation, 
Waste Management, Marketing, and Climate Change and its 
Effect on Livestock Production.

This training course also imparted knowledge on the adoption of science-based 
technology on swine that empowers the farmer-participants in raising pigs 
economically and effectively.

To date, 101 sows have so far farrowed, producing a total of 83 piglets. While other 
sows are expected to farrow in the third quarter of 2022. Meanwhile, 11 produced 
piglets have been rolled over to the municipalities of Pudtol and Sta. Marcela, ahead 
of the production and dispersal, benefitting 9 next-in-line raisers.

Backyard swine raising

Raising pigs can be a short-term, low investment project for any family looking 
to save money through meat selling and get started in raising livestock, said Mr. 
Ulabu. He further explained that swine raising is a reliable source of income and 
food for households.

Ms. Maxima Camayang, Chairperson of ULFA said that swine raising is common 
among households in the province since it maximizes local resources as inputs.

“Kadagiti mannalon nga babassit nga pada mi, incon-consider mi iti babuy bilang 
napintas nga pag-income’an ta ado ita iti agbiruk iti meat dituy iti aglawlaw” (For 
small farmers like us, we consider swine raising as profitable because locally 
produced meat is now in demand), shared Ms. Camayang.

Sustaining the project

To help alleviate poverty among the marginalized sectors engaged in agriculture 
and fishery, the conduct of the FLS was funded under the SAAD as part of the 
swine project, aiming to capacitate and enhance the technical know-how of 
beneficiaries with swine raising.

It also aims to bring livelihood to the covered SAAD beneficiaries and help the 
province in its swine production, aside from teaching the backyard growers the 
importance of proper observance of biosecurity measures.

The graduates, who are backyard pig raisers, are expected to improve their 
productivity and profitability, including making sound decisions in their swine 
project, said Meliza Feliciano, Community Development Officer. ###
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Sipaya Small 
Farmers’ 
Association earns 
extra from mallard 
duck production
by Pauline Trixia D. Borja
SORSOGON, May 12, 2022 – Through the assistance of the 
Department of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural 
Development’s (DA-SAAD) Mallard Ducks Livelihood Production 
project, 20 members of the Sipaya Small Farmers Association 
(SSFA) received their poultry package amounting to Php 
672,000.00.  The project aims to provide farmers with food 
processing or value-addition.

In June 2021, the group received their poultry package 
amounting to Php 672,000.00 which includes mallard ducks 
(400 heads), laminated sacks (40pcs), duck feed layer (180 bags), 
duck feed grower (120 bags), linear feeder (80pcs), duck waterer 
(80pcs), plastic screen/net (8 rolls).

The association’s poultry production is managed in a privately-
owned 800 square meters (sqm) lot. Weeks after SSFA received 
their poultry package, duck cholera infected and caused 
mortality to 50 of the 400 heads given to the association. 
Fortunately, safety measures like immediate isolation of the 
infected ducks, provision of clean water, strict sanitation, 
and treatment of antibiotics were put in place to prevent the 
recurrence of the disease.

After two months, the ducks started to lay eggs and were 
eventually sold at prices ranging from Php 170 to Php 200 or 
30 pcs per tray depending on their sizes. In eight months, they 
accumulated an income of Php 8,840.00 from mallard duck egg 
production.

 The members also venture into rice and swine farming as their 
primary source of income. Pater Jeremias, SSFA President, works 
as a rice farmer and earns Php 10,000 – Php 20,000 per harvest 
in a year and is used to provide for his family’s daily needs.
According to Mr. Jeremias, a portion of the harvested eggs was 

allocated for their family’s table consumption. In addition to this, the members made a 
salted egg with different flavors to start up their enterprise this year.

“Nagpapasalamat kami nin damo sa SAAD para didi sa dagdag income saamon na mga 
parauma. Sa mga hinatag pa na feeds para sa mga itik, diri na kami mabakal. Aatamanon 
mi ining mayad para mas dako pa an mag-abot na grasya sa asosasyon namon.” Tatay 
Pater said.

(We are thankful to SAAD for providing us with added income; the mallard ducks, and 
not to mention, the feeds – we will no longer need to buy them in stores. We will make 
sure to take good care of them so that it brings us more blessings in the future.)

SSFA’s plans

According to Mr. Jeremias, their total earnings will be deposited to Gubat St. Anthony 
Corporation (GSAC) as their association’s savings account.

As of now, they are focused on mallard egg production. Soon, they plan to make this 
sustainable through enterprise building, offering products such as salted egg, pickled 
egg, leche flan, and puto-flan – that they learned to make through the Training on 
Livestock and Poultry Production and Enterprise conducted by the SAAD Program in 
November 2021. ###
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TOWARDS CBE's

About PIUSFA 

Among the Negros towns with fertile grounds ideal for organic vegetable farming 
is the upland municipality of Salvador Benedicto. Most barangays here, however, 
have poor access to the farm-to-market roads, a weighty reality for the farmers in 
terms of marketing their products to the nearby communities.

The residents, like in many rural isolated areas, have to traverse steep slopes 
when bringing their farm products to the market. Some folks use improvised 
transportation means such as a “karosa”, a traditional carrier made of bamboo, 
usually pulled by a carabao to transport goods to the market; while “habal-habal’’, 
a motorcycle taxi that carries load beyond capacity, is rented to minimize time 
with a minimum fare of Php 200 to and fro.

Ubaldo Ceralbo Jr., also known as ‘Mang Makaw’ is one of the farmers in Sitio 
Kawayan, Pandanon. The community and its people are less privileged, accessing 
very little of the basic public services due to impassable roads. This usually leads 
to the delay in not just agricultural livelihood assistance, but other opportunities 
from the government which could have uplifted the status of each upland 
villager.

Despite that, Mang Makaw and the rest of the farming communities persevere 
and cultivate their lands by growing crops and rearing animals to survive, feed 
their families, and send their children to school, if possible.

Mang Makaw and his wife Diana have nine (9) kids who motivate them to work 
harder for basic food and needs sustenance. Despite their family’s challenges, 
he still has the vision to help other farmers in their community and made this 
possible by organizing the farmers into a group.

The Pandanon Integrated Upland Small Farmers’ Association (PIUSFA) aims to 
empower community folks in Salvador Benedicto to strive harder. The group was 
formed with 19 members several years ago but registered at the Department of 
Labor and Employment (DOLE) in 2019. Mang Makaw believes that organizing 
into an association can be advantageous to the community and is fundamental 
in accessing state-sponsored assistance.

Group’s inclusion in SAAD

The temperate climate and fertile grounds of their area make it favorable for the 
cultivation of a wide range of lowland and highland vegetables. However, the 
PIUSFA farmers produce food enough for consumption only.

The poor yields were due to the unavailability of high-quality seeds, planting 
materials, and inadequate water supply during dry months.

It was until the Department of Agriculture Special Area for Agricultural 
Development (DA-SAAD) Program reached their place and introduced the 
opportunities it wishes to offer. The group was chosen as one of the 
beneficiaries since their community in Pandanon belongs to Geographically 

NegOcc organic farmers spice up planting through ginger farming...from p. 1

Isolated and Disadvantaged Areas (GIDA) and communities with high poverty 
incidence. The community seldom receives assistance from the government 
due to challenges in distance, weather conditions, and transportation resulting 
in a socio-economic disadvantage for the members of the community.

In May 2021, the PIUSFA, with selected 10 first-in-line beneficiaries to manage the 
ginger production under the program, was granted the Vegetable Production 
Project worth Php 1,194,800.

The assistance was composed of 1,000 kilograms (kg) of ginger rhizomes, harrows, 
three plows, and three heads of caracow, which they immediately used in a three-
hectare (ha) combined farm area.

Prior to the distribution of farm inputs, the group was trained on the farming system 
covering land preparation, seed propagation to transplanting, fertilization, manual 
pollination, trellising, irrigation, integrated pest management, and proper harvesting 
procedures.

Ginger: a challenging crop, but well worth the effort

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) is a traditional crop that is easy to cultivate and can easily 
adapt to a broad range of agro-ecological conditions. This flowering plant whose 
rhizomes, ginger root or ginger are used both as a spice and a medicine, thrives 
in all parts of Negros Occidental and is found cultivated in small patches for local 
demand.

It is very much used by locals in the province to add flavor to some common dishes 
like tinola, goto, arroz caldo, paksiw, batchoy, and pinakbet. It is also used as an 
ingredient in the manufacture of perfumes, soft drinks, candies, and pickles.

The top health benefits of ginger may include its ability to help relieve nausea and 
pain, improve respiratory conditions, and reduce flatulence. Ginger also helps boost 
bone health, strengthen the immune system, and increase appetite.

Cultivating ginger is not a walk on the “farm”, it requires time, labor, and water. 
However, the crop adds good cash flow to a farming business, according to the 
PIUSFA farmers.

As a first-timer in ginger production, they acknowledged that the crop is labor-
intensive, thus entailing a lot of time.

“Ang pagtanum sang luy-a makapoy kag manual gid ang proseso. Indi masarangan sang 
isa lang ka tawu sa pag-harvest, hugas kag pag-store” (Ginger farming is labor-intensive 
and most of the processes are manual. Harvesting, washing, and storing could not 
be done by one person alone), Mang Makaw said.

Crop Rotation. The PIUSFA president shared their farming practices that improve 
their organic production such as crop rotation or planting a different crop on the 
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are relatively gentle on the hands and tools compared to 
bleach and industrial cleaners.

Results of ginger farming

Such good technical farming practices give good yield to 
the farmer group.

In Pandanon, planting ginger takes place around April to 
May to ensure that the plants have grown well to cope 
with the extreme heat, rain, and insect infestations.

Mang Makaw and his members start by making 
furrows in the soil and adding organic matter, such as 
vermicompost or manure, into them. They place the 
ginger pieces on top of the compost about a hand’s 
length apart and cover them with soil.

Every month, they heap soil around the plant to create 
a soft ridge into which the ginger grows. This ensures 
that the soil temperature around the ginger stays high 
enough to encourage growth.

About 8 months after the plant had blossomed, 6 of 
the first-in-line beneficiaries were able to harvest from 
January to February 2022, yielding 3,210 kilograms (kg) 
of ginger. They sold their produce to a vegetable supplier 
based in Bacolod City at Php 30/kg.

The members reported a combined gross income of 
Php 93,500 after digging up 3.3 tons of ginger.

From the said revenue, Php 16,500 total expenses from 
hauling services and Php 7,000 contribution for the 
association’s roll-ever scheme were deducted. The group 
then earned a net income of Php 46,500.

Meanwhile, the remaining four members of the 10 first-
line beneficiaries are set to harvest their crops this May.
A member, Ms. Agelia Belegorio shared the positive 
impacts of ginger production on her life in their rural 
village.

As a single parent dependent on her vegetable farm, 
Ms. Belegorio (sister of Mr. Victor Belegorio) said she 
struggles to support her only daughter since she had no 
fixed income.

Now that she got to participate in the livelihood project, 

same plot planted with ginger to prevent soil 
diseases, weed problems, insect pests, and for 
building healthy soils. To reduce the build-up 
of pathogens and pests in the soil, Pandanon 
farmers give at least a month of rest or nutrient 
replenishment to the area before planting ginger 
rhizomes again or other high-value crops such as 
bell pepper.

Water Management. Mr. Victor Belegorio, a 
PIUSFA member, also admitted that water 
management for the said crop can be challenging 
to organic production. The roots, he said, 
must not be drenched in water as this leads to 
incidence of phytophthora, a spore-producing 
pathogen requiring water to thrive and spread 
resulting in a build-up of fungi and bacteria.

Soil Requirement. The organically-grown ginger 
crop also requires soil with a high humus content 
as this contains the right nutrients to ensure 
quality yield. Mr. Belegorio said the darker the 
soil, the better; sandy soils that are generally 
coarse textured, however, he explained, are not 
suitable as it consequently retains few nutrients 
and have a low water holding capacity. This also 
tends to exacerbate the nematode (ringworm) 
problem that often arises with ginger.

Because a portion of the harvested ginger roots is 
replanted to produce the next crop, the farmers 
need to select the best material for this purpose. 
The challenge, according to Mr. Belegorio, is to 
cultivate pathogen-free rhizomes. He added 
that planting an infected seed can contaminate 
the whole land and can lose the entire crop. To 
address this, the PIUSFA farmers follow good 
agricultural practices and sanitation to keep the 
seed storage areas clean.

They also make sure that all farm tools such as 
spade, pronged raked, spading fork, and sickle 
used in one area were sanitized before using 
them in the next. They sanitize by scrubbing 
and washing their tools on running water 
through a hose to remove any mud, debris, and 
plant residue from the blades and handles. In 
disinfecting, farmers use household disinfectants 
in spraying and soaking their farm tools as they 

she is now able to provide for her daughter’s needs. In 
fact, Ms. Belegorio used some of her income from her 
ginger harvest to buy a pair of school uniforms for her 
daughter, a Grade 11 high school student, since face-to-
face classes are set to resume in their village.

Another PIUSFA member Mr. Vecente Lareta believes 
that their town has a winning recipe in the Negros’ fresh 
produce markets, especially ginger.

“Makakuha kami sang insakto nga presyo kag indi na mag-
pangita pa sang mga buyers” (We get a fair price of Php 
50-60/kg and we don’t have to go around looking for a 
buyer), he said.
However, he notes that prices can fluctuate, especially 
when large quantities of ginger are imported to the 
neighboring island of Panay.

Despite the many challenges and high costs involved 
with ginger farming, Mr. Lareta enjoys growing the crop.

“Manami gid magtanum sang luy-a, manami magtanum 
sang crop nga may maayo nga epekto sa health sang isa 
ka tawu. Nasadyahan man ako magtanum sang lupa 
kag ang luy-a ang isa sa tanum nga kinahanglan mo gid 
gamiton ang imo kamot kag tanan wala ginagamitan sang 
makinarya,” said Lareta.

(I like being a ginger farmer. It’s wonderful to plant a 
crop that has a positive effect on people’s health. I also 
enjoy working with the soil, and ginger is a crop where 
you use your hands in most of the cultural management 
employed in the soil because nothing is mechanized.)

Plans

With their flourishing ginger farms, the PIUSFA members 
are looking forward to engaging in enterprising activities. 
Once their production would further expand, they are 
planning to produce salabat or powdered ginger tea.

They are also set to plant one ton of ginger rhizomes 
out of their yield on their respective farms for the next 
cropping cycle.

Mang Makaw said he will encourage more of his 
members to produce more ginger so that they could 
find better market options for their harvest and sustain 
the demand of the growing local market. ###
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90 Masbate 
farmers 
trained on 
production 
and enterprise 
development
by Jay A. Ogaya

MASBATE, May 6, 2022 – The Department 
of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural 
Development (DA-SAAD) Program conducted a 
series of training on rice and corn production and 
enterprise development with the goal to improve 
the farmers’ management of production, and 
open opportunities for enterprise development 
through value-adding activities.

The training was conducted in three batches 
benefitting a total of 90 participants from three 
FAs.

MASBATE, May 6, 2022 – The Department 
of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural 
Development (DA-SAAD) Program conducted a 
series of training on rice and corn production and 
enterprise development with the goal to improve 
the farmers’ management of production, and 
open opportunities for enterprise development 
through value-adding activities.

The training was conducted in three batches 
benefitting a total of 90 participants from three 
FAs.

Rice Training

Thirty (30) members of Barangay Pajo Farmers’ 
Association in Pajo, Balud participated in the 
training on March 29-30, 2022 at Barangay Pajo 
Plaza.

Moreover, another 30 participants from Dayao 
Farmers’ Association in Brgy. Dayao, Mandaon 
and Cabitan Farmers’ Association in Brgy. Cabitan, 
Mandaon underwent the same training from 
March 31 to April 1, 2022 conducted in Brgy. 
Nailaban, Mandaon.

Mr. Ulysses Cabrera from the Provincial 
Agriculturist Office discussed topics on rice 
production and management practices while Mr. 
Emman Aguilar of the same office discussed rice 
pest and disease management. Farmers were 
able to acquire knowledge on nutrients, as well as 
pest management for their rice production.

They also actively engaged in a cooking 
demo conducted by SAAD Regional Program 
Management Support Office (RPMSO) staff, 
Ms. Jenny Delmiguez, and were able to produce 
various rice-based products such as suman 
moron, putobao, puto calasiao, and rice kropek.

Corn Training

Meanwhile, 30 members of the San Pedro Rice 
and Corn Farmers’ Association in Brgy. San Pedro, 
San Pascual participated in the Corn Production 

and Enterprise Development Training on March 
30-31, 2022.

Mr. Arvin A. Nolasco of the DA Regional Field 
Office discussed topics on corn and cassava 
production, and management while topics on 
integrated pest management were discussed by 
Ms. Ma. Cristina P. Solomon of the Regional Crop 
Protection Center.

The topics helped the participants acquire 
knowledge on managing their corn and 
cassava production in case of a pest or disease 
infestation. Also, a cooking demo was conducted 
by Ms. Honey Leah Cantoria of SAAD RPMSO 
who demonstrated various corn-based products 
like suman mais, cassava cheese roll, corn dog, 

cassava yema and cassava sesame ball.

The most immediate need that the training 
addressed was to provide an avenue for farmers 
to earn additional income, improve utilization, 
and sustain their production.

The specialized training under different 
commodities is part of the Food Production and 
Livelihood Component of the SAAD Program 
which aims to capacitate farmers in managing 
the livelihood projects, transform farming 
practices towards developing sustainable 
community enterprises.

Finally, more groups are scheduled to undergo 
training in the province this year. ###
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DA-SAAD Apayao conducts project assessment
by Kathleen Faye B. Agonoy

APAYAO, May 11, 2022 – Simultaneous project assessments have been 
administered by the Department of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural 
Development (DA-SAAD) Program in Apayao to measure the present status of 
Farmers Associations (FA), aimed at laying out sustainability and business plan for 
proposed SAAD Phase-2 starting the year 2023.

These assessments were attended by participants from the SAAD-covered 
municipalities of Calanasan, Conner, Flora, Kabugao, Luna, Pudtol, and Sta. 
Marcela, in collaboration with the Local Government Units (LGUs) of the province.

Mr. Serapio Ulabu, SAAD Provincial Coordinator, stated in his message the 
importance of evaluating not only the progress of the project but also the 
realization of its goals and objectives. He added that under the program, a total 
of 163 livelihood projects were implemented in the province, which covered 46 
people’s organizations.

“Adda kami ita dituy tapno kitaen mi manen kasanu iti capability yun akas grupo yu kin 
umay mi i-evaluate agitay status nan agitay proyekto nga naiteted iti organizations yu," 
(We are here to assess and evaluate your capability as a group and as well as the 
status of the projects that were given to you by the program,) said Mr. Ulabu.

The program initially provided guidelines for data collection and measurement 
through a set of questions under the Project Assessment Tool.  SAAD field 
implementers first explained the benefit of the toolkit to respondents from 
different areas covered.

“Etuy nga toolkit ket adda iti specialized attributes na. Nga iti kunana makita dituy iti 
efficiency iti pinang maninehar yu association yu kin effectiveness jay projects nga 
naiteted kadakayu nga grupo” (This toolkit provides some specialized attributes. 
It discusses the efficiency of your association management and effectiveness of 
livelihood projects that were given to your group), explained Mr. Ulabu.

The evaluation was conducted through focus group discussions (FGD) with 
chosen beneficiaries. The test was facilitated by the SAAD field implementers in 
partnership with the LGUs representatives. Readiness for enterprising in the FA’s 
projects were evaluated, as well as management and other notable practices.

The goal of the analysis is to determine whether the FAs are now ready as 
independent groups that can engage in enterprising, or needs further assistance 
from the SAAD Program.

Actual results based on FGD

The SAAD Program in Apayao started in 2017, helping 6,189 beneficiaries from 46 
farmers associations in the covered seven municipalities. Based on the conducted 
assessment, the program prepared five FAs for enterprising. These 

FAs include Nagbabalayan Farmers and Fisherfolks Association 
in the Municipality of Kabugao; Upstream Livelihood Farmers 
Association (ULFA) in the Municipality of Luna; Cabatacan, Amado, 
San Luis, San Mariano (CASS) Farmers Association; Mula DUR-
AS Farmers Association; and Lt. Macau Farmers Association in 
Municipality of Pudtol. Based on the toolkit, these associations 
revealed a high level of overall capability, functionality, and 
sustainability; thus capability-building interventions are the least 
priority.

Among the other associations, 24 FAs got a satisfactory rating, 
however, the assessment also showed the need to improve overall 
capability, specifically in project management, production and 
marketing, and fund management of the group.

Ms. Bernadet Balangui, Chairperson of Calaoan Farmers 
Association said to improve their group’s livelihood and capability 
as an association, they are planning to venture into commercial hog 
operations providing the community with organic meat options, 
and farm-to-table meat options.

“Plano mi kuma nga agbalin nga kooperatiba. Kayat mi agbalin to nga 
supplier iti meat iti baboy, pangarap mi agpatakder iti business mi nga 
kasla one stop meat shop dituy ili mi. Thank you SAAD, agyaman kami 
unay iti pinag tulong na etuy nga programa kadakami,” (We plan to 
become a cooperative. We want to be a supplier of pork meat and 
we dream to build a business like a one-stop meat shop here in our 
municipality. Thank you, SAAD for helping us), shared Ms. Balangui.

The Calaoan Farmers Association scored among the highest in 
terms of leadership development capability.

Meanwhile, the assessment also showed that 13 FAs need to 
strengthen their overall capability in areas such as organizational 
management, leadership, project management, production and 
marketing, fund management, and good governance.

Ms. Revina G. Agpuldo, chairperson of the SLD Farmers Association 
shared that through the assessment, they were able to see their 
weaknesses that need to be addressed to improve their group’s 
management, and in turn, improve their livelihoods.

At the end of the assessment, four groups were evaluated to have 
the lowest capability that will receive further assistance by the field 
implementers in partnership with the LGUs to facilitate operations 
stability and sustainability.
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Provincial facilitators undergo 
outcome monitoring training
by Kathleen Faye B. Agonoy

APAYAO, May 12, 2022 – Twenty (20) field implementers 
from the Provincial Project Management Office (PPMSO) of 
Apayao underwent Provincial Outcomes Monitoring Training 
from April 20 to 22 in Claveria, Cagayan to enhance their 
technical knowledge and skills in terms of management and 
project operations.

As the SAAD program Phase-1 ends in December, the 
program remains committed to ensure the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the project implementation benefitting 46 
associations in the province.

To achieve these impacts, the program has conducted 
training with the aim to enhance the knowledge of PPMSO 
staff on how to produce and utilize data findings that 
correspond to four (4) major components of the program 
(Program Management, Social Preparation, Production and 
Livelihood, and lastly Marketing Assistance and Enterprise 
Development).

Ms. Isabel Tejo, Project Evaluation Officer, who served as one 
of the resource persons explained the importance of data 
gathering from the field monitoring.

“Yung mga data na nakukuha natin sa field ay napaka-
importante dahil dito natin makikita kung nasang stage na 
ang FAs, either kung nasa production stage pa sila o ready for 
marketing na sila. Kapag handa na sila into enterprising doon 
tayo papasok bilang implementers, trabaho natin ang tulungan 
sila magkaron ng sustainability at i-boost ang kabuhayan nila 
using the interventions provided. Kapag hindi pa, we – the 
implementers must generate recommendations,” expressed 
Ms. Tejo.

(The data we get from the field is very important because we 
can use them to check the status of the FAs, if they are still in 
the production stage or if they are now ready for marketing. 

If we see them ready for an enterprise, that’s when we enter 
as implementers, we must help them towards sustainability 
and boost their livelihood using the interventions provided. If 
they are not yet ready, we – the implementers must generate 
recommendations.)

The participants conducted pilot testing and applied the 
learnings from the training in monitoring Sta. Filomena Elen 
4Ps Farmers Association in Brgy. Sta. Filomena, Calanasan, 
Apayao.

Pilot testing on Outcome monitoring

During the pilot testing, 10 members of Sta. Filomena Elen 
4Ps Farmers Association were invited to participate in the 
data gathering of the project status of the Goat Production 
Project implemented in 2021.

Part of the monitoring output is to identify and collect 
negative and positive outcomes of the project along with 
their plan as a group.

Meanwhile, Mr. Stepher Banhan, a Marketing Specialist, 
reminded the PPMSO team of the goal of the SAAD Program.

“Remember, ang goal ng SAAD is to alleviate poverty, secure 
sustainability, promote livelihood and establishment of the 
enterprise. Theory of change is an effective tool that helps 
the organizations to articulate the outcome of the results,” 
expressed Mr. Banhan.

Apayao is composed of 7 municipalities namely Pudtol, Luna, 
and Sta. Marcela, Flora, Calanasan, Conner, and Kabugao, 
which covers a total of 133 barangays.  A series of outcome 
monitoring will be conducted in May to evaluate other 
SAAD areas that include 123 barangays and 46 farmer’s 
associations with a total of 6,189 members. ###

As part of the assessment, 
a Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Challenges 
(SWOC) Analysis was also 
utilized. The analysis revealed 
that the majority of the FA has 
camaraderie in terms of project 
monitoring and a strong policy 
on transparency. Furthermore, 
the SWOC Analysis also 
reported that all the FAs in 
the province acquired Good 
Standing from the Department 
of Labor and Employment 
(DOLE), certifying the groups 
had legitimacy as a worker’s 
association.

Mr. Ulabu further expressed 
happiness as associations can 
now be linked to other agencies 
for community empowerment 
and development like the 
Technical Education and 
Skills Development Authority 
(TESDA), the Department of 
Science and Technology (DOST), 
and the Department of Trade 
and Industry (DTI), since these 
associations are now accredited 
with DOLE.

However, one of their 
group’s weaknesses was 
their project inventory and 
fund management. One of 
the recommendations to 
address such weaknesses 
is to undergo training in 
finance management and 
organizational management 
to enhance their technical 
know-how.

Through assessment, the target 
associations became more 
aware of their goals, visions, 
and missions in their respective 
communities.

As of now, the province is 
now pushing for the outcome 
monitoring as part of the 
general plan for sustainability in 
coordination with the Regional 
Program Management Support 
Office (RPMSO). ###
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